Our Values
What do we value? What values shape our culture & all we develop?
Our 6 primary Root Values form facets from the 3-fold heart of our Purpose:
1. Know God; 2. Love People; 3. Renew Our Place.
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Know God—Love People—Renew Our Place.
The Central Facet
1. The Gospel
• Story: The gospel is the climax of God’s love for people, and means a heraldic
proclamation of “good news.” It does not mean good advice or teaching to be
followed, cf. Isaiah 52:7-10. The gospel arises from the much larger historical
storyline of the Bible announcing that we have been rescued or saved from God’s
just wrath as a result of the inherited sin of Adam and the personal sins we daily
commit. Because of this, people have become alienated psychologically,
socially, and physically. But, ultimately, the root of all of this “horizontal”
brokenness is our “vertical” alienation from God through not only the bad things
we do or the good things we fail to do, but the self-centered reasons why we do
the good things that we do.
The gospel is the news about what Jesus Christ has done in history to completely
heal this primary vertical relationship with God—we now have a change of status
that is completely disconnected by what we do or fail to do. The basic message
is:
“God made him (Christ), who had no sin, to be sin for us, so that in him we might
become the righteousness of God.” 2 Cor. 5:21

Receiving the gift of grace through Jesus Christ, then, is turning away from all the
ways you seek to become your own savior and lord through you’re your
disobedience to God (irreligion) and through your reliance on your own
obedience (religion) to save you. Instead of striving through self-effort, the gospel
ultimately means resting in the love of God given to you through Jesus Christ. The
gospel is a Third Way to live.
•

Identity: If the Gospel Story is the announcement of what Jesus Christ has done to
accomplish salvation on our behalf, then Gospel Identity is the new status people
enjoy as a result of this finished work of Christ through the cross. Gospel Identity
asserts that the gospel of grace is what we need not only to enter the Christian
life, but to continue forward as we face affliction, trials, temptations, and
struggles. Because our identity is no longer based on our performance we are
secure in our new status as adopted sons and daughters of God no matter how
our worlds might be shaking. And, because of the security of our identity in God’s
covenant family we can, first, confront the themes of sin and idolatry in our lives
and see God bring redemption to those places as we delight in his love in deeper
and deeper ways. We can discover new depths of humility and transparency as
we share our process of healing with one another. And, we can begin to see
God’s law and call to holy living as a beauty and delight instead of a burden.

•

Economy: Therefore, the gospel of grace through Jesus Christ changes everything.
The gospel’s implications applied to all of life reorients the way we view our work:
we no longer base our value on our performance or position, we can see our jobs
as ways to worship and delight in God. Racial barriers are taken down by melting
away pride OR inferiority. Psychological problems are brought down by melting
away self-inflation OR self-hatred. It brings down personal facades—we are now
free to admit our failures, struggles, and needs. The gospel affects the way we
view everything in our community—how and why we love people, walk with them
through counseling problems, our hospitality practices, asking for help, confronting
one another, how we worship, why we serve, or how thoughtful we are of others
even in our topics of conversation.

2. Calling
• Worship: “You stir man to take pleasure in praising you, because you have made
us for yourself, and our heart is restless until it rests in you.” St. Augustine
Humanity was made to glorify God. We were shaped to worship our creator in
and through everything that we do, think, or love. All of life is meant to be worship.
And, there are also specific times of gathering where, together, our community
joins in the confession of our common faith, praises God in song and prayer,
receives nourishment from His Word preached and through sharing in the Table of
the Lord’s Supper. We hope to be a community where honest worship from the
heart comes out of an overflow of our delight in God and one another.
•

Proclaim: In Genesis 1, God gave humanity the Creation Mandate to tend the
garden, to extend his rule throughout the earth demonstrated through the care
and cultivation of the creation. And, in the Gospel Mandate of Matthew 28, Jesus
asserts a new dynamic to the original mandate to his people now renewed
through the gospel: to go, make disciples, baptizing, and teaching them all he
has commanded. Our community also will seek to thoughtfully, patiently,
prayerfully, and compassionately communicate the truth of the gospel, which has
saved us, to others in our lives. We seek to equip and motivate every member in a
lifestyle of gospel proclamation.

•

Multiply: In the Creation Mandate, humanity was intended by God to spread
throughout all the earth, multiplying His glory. In the era of the Kingdom of Israel,
the Davidic Kingdom was not meant to remain in the land of Israel, but expand
and grow throughout all the earth. In the Gospel Mandate, Christ’s followers were
directed to begin heralding the gospel in Jerusalem, Judea, Samaria, and
continue through all the ends of the earth. This is the continuing story of the
scattering of the church throughout the book of Acts, and throughout church
history to the present day. The church is meant to multiply, not through gimmicks
and PR, but through Spirit-filled Christians banding together to plant new
communities wherever they live and work. We’re committed to seeing
multiplication happen from a personal level, through our vision for Local planting
Communities, planting new churches, and partnering with other churches and
organizations to fulfill Christ’s call.

Love People—Renew Our Place.
The Local Facet
3. Place
• Land: We recognize that the created environment is not here to be exploited by
humanity, but to be tended to and cared for. People belong to the land just as
much as the land belongs to people. We also recognize that the Christian hope is
not for a disembodied eternal existence, but a renewed physical creation where
heaven will have descended to earth in the glory of Christ, cleansing the curse of
sin from the creation. As a result of this future hope, we want to live now with a
concern for the physical place of Bloomington & surrounding area: enjoying,
caring for, and stewarding our natural environment under Christ’s rule to His glory.
•

People: There is great diversity in the people of our place. And, because God
created all people in His own image, we must recognize and honor the glimpses
of His glory all people display. Yet, we also want to be a community that both
recognizes the remnants of glory in people and sees the brokenness and
distortions in their lives caused by sin. And, while seeing the beauty and
brokenness of unique individuals, we want to both lovingly embrace and confront
people with Christ’s gospel of grace.

•

Culture: The mix of people in this environment makes the cultures of Bloomington
and the surrounding areas widely diverse. The larger area itself includes cultural
values as various as athletics, music & the arts, pleasures of food & drink,
academics, laid-back outdoorseyness, hyper-liberalism, hyper-conservatism, etc.
There are also micro areas—neighborhoods—that also bear their own cultural
stamps: East Side/West Side, Bryan Park, South Side, Ellettsville, Brown County, Near
Westside, Downtown. We want to be a community that recognizes distinctives,
honors unique aspects of God’s glory that can be found in each, engages
people within these cultural spheres, and also challenges and comforts with the
gospel.

Know God—Love People.
The Communal Facet
4. Community
• Hospitality: In our community, evangelism is not relegated to a program, an event,
a staff person, or a ministry department. Evangelism is integrated into everything
that we do. All of life becomes an “outreach event” as we genuinely love others
out of our true selves. As a result, we seek to treat unbelievers and believers alike
with honor, dignity, and respect no matter what story their life tells. We remember
that our own stories of rescue and faith are gifts of grace. We consider every
event and interaction we have as being overheard by the “unbelieving press,” so

we seek to be thoughtful about churchy “tribal” language, attitudes, and
practices. We also seek to open our homes and our lives to others as a way to
both demonstrate and receive love.
•

Friendship: One of the greatest needs in our world is that of true friendship: having
and becoming people who always remain committed and never let you down,
even when they catch glimpses of our deepest areas of sin, brokenness, or need.
This is impossible for any of us to do perfectly—because of our own limitations,
immaturities, insecurities, fears, or sin. Yet, we seek to be a church that prioritizes
true friendship with both believers and unbelievers. And, we rely on the strength,
motivation, and security of the gospel of Jesus to shape us into a community who
is able to consistently pursue others in love.

•

Discipleship: Our commitment to Hospitality and Friendship flow out of and into our
desire to be formed by God’s hand into the image of our creator (Col. 3:9-10).
Community is made up of friends who display hospitality, yes. But, a spiritually
renewing community of depth, relational commitment to one another and to
Jesus, and who are committed to the mission of the gospel, is also concerned with
being formed into people of a certain sort, rather than merely people who do
certain things. Therefore, we seek to be a church where spiritual formation is a
central priority in everything we do—through classroom-type learning, and
engaging one another’s hearts with the gospel and praying to see Christ formed
in us.

5. Serving
• Serve: An aspect of communicating the gospel also includes the doing of good
works for the benefit of others. So, our community will look for ways to serve other
people through: international short-term service, longterm partnerships, local
service opportunities, and works of mercy. We will also seek to cultivate
dispositions of humble service, looking for every opportunity to look to the interests
of others and consider them better than ourselves, cf. Phil 2. We will apply these
principles especially in our consideration of the poor, and seeking to work for
justice for the powerless, weak, abused, and neglected.

Know God—Renew Our Place.
The Restorational Facet
6. Renewal
• Personal: The gospel brings spiritual renewal, first and foremost, to the person—
reconciling us in relationship with God and our own selves. God’s saving work in us
occurs once for all at conversion, yet the ongoing process of cleansing and
equipping for entry into his mission is a lifelong undertaking that calls us to lifestyles
of repentance and trust in Christ. We find that the more we see our sin, the more
certain we become that we’ve been saved purely by grace, and the more
treasured the God of grace becomes to us. In this enjoyment of God, Jesus’ ethic
becomes our joy to pursue instead of a burden to flee. We’ll be a community of
people that seeks to walk with one another and others through our stories of
rescue and calling to glorify God through lives devoted to Him and His purposes.
•

Social: Personal renewal inevitably leads to social renewal, as Christians devote
themselves to being a faithful presence with strategic intentionality in their families,
friendships, neighborhoods, workplaces, schools, and other areas of this Place with
those who are marginalized, broken by sins or addictions, abused, in need of
mercy or justice, or perhaps in need of selfless friendship. The gospel brings about
racial reconciliation, class unity, mutual honor between men and women,

celebration and support of calls to singleness and marriage, valuing of children,
and honoring of others who are weak or excluded.
•

Cultural: The gospel of grace impacts the person, flows outward into the spheres
of relationships which we are regularly engaged in, and then continues its impact
in the world as Christians participate in being caretakers, cultivators, and creators
of culture. As a result, culture becomes an additional realm of creation redeemed
by God to display His glory through the works of a renewed people. Our hope is
that one day, members of this community will be engaged as faithful co-shapers
of culture in the realms of art, music, politics, medicine, education, agriculture,
social services, parenting, athletics, engineering, etc. Therefore, we’re committed
to support Christians working in excellence, distinction, and accountability in their
professions.

Excerpt from: “Hope Pres Introduction Forums,” authored by Dan Herron, 2012.

